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Long:
Multi-cultural, multi-historical, and
spanning man's faith across time, The
Final Book is a controversial and
blasphemous last chapter of humanity.
In the beginning there was love. The
Goddess of Life in an elated romance
with a beloved mortal. Her sister killed
him. Their combined actions ripping a
hole in destiny and plagued mankind
with an age of unprecedented
corruption, vicious holy wars, and
religious absolution.
Though long forgotten by the mortals
they serve, Zeus and his Pantheon
continue to foster and protect mankind
which is tearing itself apart—but even
God isn't infallible. After failed
diplomacy, the King of the Gods is left
with no choice but to take the persona
of a modern man—the famed genetic
scientist Dr. Hork. In an eﬀort to
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preserve the future by reshaping the
past, Dr. Hork uses Project Genesis—
the transfer of consciousness—to send
subjects back in time. However, not
without devastating failures. Subjects
of the experiment wreak havoc upon
humanity until a familiar character is
reborn to correct the course.
Reincarnated and ready to fulfill his
true destiny, Joshua Bach is the
catalyst the Gods have been waiting
for—and Dr. Hork’s final beacon of
salvation. Ferociously idealistic, the
free-spirited young man struggles to
come-of-age in a time and society
ruled by money and corruption. Under
the wing of the Gods, Josh rediscovers
his purpose, along with a love that can
only be considered timeless.
This epic blends human history,
ruthless mythology, science fiction, and
the supernatural to tell a love story of
the future—bringing Gods across all
faiths down to earth in the modern age
and within your reach.
Purchase directly through
swhammond.com, or available through
major book stores.

